
Can you reduce work hours by 20% 
while increasing employee satisfaction

and profit?
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50+ employees
Helping companies with their 
Digital Strategy, Search traffic, 
Web analytics and Conversion 

optimization

14 years experience
With more than 14 years of 

experience, we help businesses 
fulfill their digital potential

Best in Class
We have been awarded as the 

most competent analytics 
agency 6 years in a row and 

nominated as worlds best two 
years in a row

Who we are



But you most probably know us from…



Mette Kjølbro Hald
Head of Business Excellence

Managing Business Excellence at IIH Nordic. Has had the 
responsability of implementing many of the initiatives
leading to a 4 day work week.



In 2014 we calibrated our thoughts on how
we wanted to do business and function as 

leaders



1 x effort = 1 x effect



1 x effort = 100 x effect



Knowledge + Tools + Behavior = Productivity



We have implemented 40 big changes

We still have 180 changes in our pipe…



To Do In Progress Done

Meetings Flash
cards

Tools
Automate

Mail /
Outlook

Music

Skill 
Training

A B C
Work

Video

Pomodoro

Outsource

We work with scrum boards and transparent work plans



Knowledge + Tools + Behavior = Productivity



Learning and doing it fast is a key element to 
quick onboarding and learning efficiently



Researching in learning is in our DNA – we actually hired two 
students, who has 57/60 ”12-taller”, to improve IIH learning



Repetition of learning decreases forgetting curve 
drastically thus improving learning significantly

Knowledge with spaced
repition makes sure that we

don’t forget

Herman Ebbinghaus: https://www.gwern.net/Spaced%20repetition 



We use digital speed learning to improve our speed of 
learning about relevant topics

Trust
Helpfullness
Happiness
Curiosity

What are IIH Nordic values?



We use Social Networks to share knowledge
and make sure that collaboration is efficient



We use Yammer/Slack as an everyday tool to work internally across 
IIH Nordic and externally with our customers

”
”

https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/technology-media-and-telecommunications/our-insights/the-social-economy



Knowledge + Tools + Behavior = Productivity



Number of tools is growing exponentially replacing our 
need for putting in less efficient hours



One single tool can provide the effect equivilant to 
hundreds of hours of work or hundreds of employees

7040 tools



Knowledge + Tools + Behavior = Productivity



As a consultancy
we spend a lot of time on meetings 



Leaders spend

17 hours a week for 

meetings 



We have changed our meeting culture
From 30/60 to 20/45 min … after lunch!



We weekly track our meeting stats and share the 
information on weekly staff meetings



Hours saved on meetings 
= 480 hours per month

5.760 hours saved on meetings per year
= 3 FTE saved yearly

Results of meeting optimization



You are less focused than you think



There are plenty of distractions
stealing away your focus…



It takes 23 minutes to 
get back on track after a distraction

*According to a University of California Irvine study, “it takes an average of 23 minutes and 15 seconds to get back to the task.”

http://lifehacker.com/how-long-it-takes-to-get-back-on-track-after-a-distract-1720708353


We use Pomodoro technique to ensure optimal 
focus and work flows


